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ABSTRACT

The jJs)'cJwthem/XUlic treatment ojmultipk~onal;tydi.wr
dn-(MPD) pinus many lnJ.rdens and dnnands u.pon a patirot who
is already ~leagueml if not ovenohelmM. ThereJrlft it is IWful if
not essential 10 prtpGrt the patient to rnallage the stresses Ihallreal
Jlu'nl '00)' impose before btgi,ming to deal with difficult material.
The rolL ofthe first stagts ojlJu psychotluTapy is to pupan a finn
Joundation fM tlu mare inlnue and drainingworJr tlull willfolJow.
T1tt inilial stages ofI3labli.Jhing tluPSYCholMrafrJ and makingJm
liminary intmJnlliomprovideoptimalopportu nitil3 to I3tablish tlu
Ihnapeulic ailiann. introdu« llu palient to techniques thai will be
t:llnltial components oftlu mMe diJIicull stagn, clarify basi,lram
Jn1!lltial patterns before tJu:y haw: becomeprobkmatic, addrt:Ss anlic
ipalM problems regarding shame and secrecy, foresee fikd)' causes
ojpotenlial slalnmllt:S, and define and resolve problnns in them~

/Jist-patienl collaboration.

lI\'TRODUCflON

This paper will describe an approach to the treatment
of dissociati\'e disorder patients that prioritizes the protec
tion and safety of the patient, the patient's significant oth
ers, the psychotherapy, and the pSrChOlhcrapist.lt is designed
to safeguard aswell the best possible future options and most
beneficial potential life trajectories available to the patienL
This therapeutic stance relies hea\ily on my clinical experi
ence in rendering direct treatment and sening as a consul
tant to colleagues. 11tisexperience has taught me thatattempts
to move rapidly toward work ....ith difficult material may result
in crises and decompensalions that substantially lengthen
the duration of treatment; e.g., often slower proves to be
faster.

The present communication expresses the currentstate
ofmystill-.e\'olvingefTorts to make the psychotherapyofthose

who suffer dissociath'e disorders as humane and gentle as is
possible, given the nature and origins of their problems, the
imperfect state of our knowledge, and the inevitable limi
tations of e"en the most skilled and best-intentioned clini
cian. In this paper my choice to implicitly distinguish psy
chotherapy from treatment in several contexts reflects my
obseniation that psychotherapyoften isonlyone ofthe modal
ities of treatment necessary for the care ofa dissociative dis
order patient.

Looking back over the development of my ideas, in ret
rospect I appreciate that I experienced a curious sequence
ofpreoccupationsas I treated increasmgnumbersofpatients
'with multiple personality disorder (MPO) and allied diss0
ciative states classified under dissociative disorder not oth
ernisespecified (DONOS), (In the interestsofsimplicity. here-
after all such conditions",iIl re referred to asMPD,) Igradually
developed a comprehensive approach to their treatment.
Initially, my concerns were focused upon those aspects of
MPD and its treatment that were relatively unique, strange.
and unfamiliar. The alters and their inner worlds, the trau
mata that m)' patients rC\'Caled, the drama of intense abre
actions, and the complex and difficult to explain process of
integr.:ation-these arrested my attention and became my
initial areas ofstudy and concern.

'\1ithin a few months, however, I found myseIfstruggling
",ith crises, regressions, inappropriate behaviors, suicidali
ty, and the vicissitudes of managing MPO within a hospital
setting. My patients' minds, bodies, a.nd lives an too often
had become veritable battlefields, devastated by the reliving
of painful C\'ents and the destabilizing impact of the treat
ment process. I rapidly came to see that my original con
centration, howC\'er comprehensible, was misdirected, My
unwitting focus on the MPO phenomena and their resolu
tion had, in effect, gi\·en precedence to the disorder rather
than to the patient who suffered it. Such a treatment
approach was in danger of actualizing the old medical jest,
Mthe operation was successful, but tlle patient died."

Therefore, from the early I9iOs to me present, myefTorLS
have been dedicated to learning to conduct the treatment
of MPO in order to safeguard me patient against such con
sequences. I have referred to my attempts to dedra.matize
the therapy and to minimize me time spent on decompen
sations and crises as the process of "boring the patient into
health. "This begins with the treatment's first interventions
and continues throughoUl its course. Although my efforts
are rarely ifever completely successful, I ha\'e been gratified
to obsen'e their increasing effectiveness.
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INITIAL STAGES OF PSYCHOTHERAPY IN ~IPD

In 1986 I reported my trealment of twelve high func
tioning MPD patients who had losl an 3\'crage of three da)'!
from school or .....ork oyer the course of their psychothera
pies, from diagnosis to termination. In 1990 Io~ryed rnal
psychiatry residents and psychology graduate sturlenls with
dissociative disorders usually were able to complete their
training without major disnlptions, and that practicing psy
chotherapists with dissociative disorders almost always were
able to continue or return to practice (Kluft, 1989, 1990a,
1990b). My current figures (Kluft, 1991) indicate that
approximately 85% of the MPD patients whose treatment J
can begin slowly and gradually never require hospital care
or become disabled. However, of the 1tIPD paticllls I treat
who already have been in lTeatmCnl for ~tPD and come in
a troubled or decompensated state, 85% are likely to require
hospital care and/or become disabled within six months.
Mycurrent research on treatment trajectories in MPD (1993)
demonstrate that those patients who accept and endorse the
approaches that are designed to slow and pace the treat
ment make more rapid progress and have many fe\','er crises
than those who do not; i.e,. "the slower you go, the faster
)'ou get there.~

My pel'"SOnal odyssey has been paraUeled by the experi
ences of many individual clinicians and treatmelH teams
throughoutNorthAmerica. and in Europe. It has been repeat
ed in the collective experiences of the members of study
groups. Therapists new to work with MPD often develop a
preoccupation with MPD phenomena and may undertake
treatments that fail to take into account the strengths and
weaknesses of those who suffer the condition. As a result,
many MPD patients appear to decompensate or worsen in
treatment, leading to therapeutic nihilism and/or the
impression that it is unwise to treat ~IPD lest such efforts
worsen the patient.

This sequence has been obseryed so widel)' that it has
motivated man)' workshop directors to emphasize the need
to go slowly and cautiously in treaunent. and to accord new
respect to the initial stages of treatment, In workshop set
tings I try to emphasize the importance of the initial stages
oftherapybycitingwhat I call Belafome's Law: "House built
on a weak foundation, it ""ill fall. Oh, yes! Oh, yes! Oh, yes!
The securityofthe recovery process will be profoundl)' influ
enced by the manner in which rreatment is begun. Once an
MPD paticnt comes to believe that ule therapy is not a suf
ficientlysafe place in which his or her pain can be contained
and addressed, even the mostsk.illful therapist is hard-pressed
to help the overwhelmed patient restabilize and avoid sig
nificant regression, hospitalization, or both.

My own style reflects my cautiousness. I delay cven gath
ering comprehensh'e histories across the alters until I have
reason to tllink that the patient and I are prepared to man
age the discomforts, clashes of personalities, flashbacks, and
spontaneous abreactions mat rna)' accompany the process
of gathering a detailed history.
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THE STAGES OF TREATMENT FOR MPD:
A UTERATURE REVIEW

The treatment ofMPD is a subset of the o\'eraU problem
of treating the traumati7..ed. As Hennan (1992) has argued,
the treatment nfthe traumatized has three stages: "Rcco\'el)
unfolds in three stages. The central task of the first stage i
the establishment of safet}'. The centr.altask of the secon
stage is remembrance and mourning. The central task
me third stage is reconnection with ordinary life. Like any
abstract concept, these stages of recovery are a convenien
fiction, nOI to be taken too literally~(p. 155). Herman iIlu
tratcs her point by charting the presence ofthese Ulree stage
in many models of lrauma treatment, including Putnam'
(1989) outline ofStages in the treatment of ~IPD,

Hennan's stages can be found in those schemes ofMPD
treatment that address the whole pel'"SOn rather man ~fPD

alone. Table I illustrates the omlinesof'fered by BI<I.un (1986),
Putnam (1989) and myself( 1991). SimilarplansbySakheim,
Hess, and Chi\'aS (1986) and by Turkus (1991) are not as
complele; those b)' Bliss (1986), Ross (1989) ,and Fme (1991)
are nOI easily amenable to being outlined in this form. A
conceptualization by Allison (1974) is somewhat different
in focus and is difficult to reconcile "'ith the current dis
cussion; iLS focus is on the extrusion of negative personali
ties and the integration ofthe remainder, Fine (1991) speaks
ofpreun ification phasesofsuppression and dilution, in wh ich
the stage is set for the contrOl and stepwise management of
difficult material in a planful W:3)' "'ith minimal disruption.
Sachs (personal communication. November,1990) advises
a.n early phaseofstrengthening the most adaptive alters prior
to any uncovering work.

All of these conceptualizations share a mutual aware
ncss of me mlnerability and crisis-proneness of the MPD
patient (Kluft. 1984a); the,' are sensitive to the stress that
the treatment "'ill impose upon the treatment of the patient
as a whole, and upon the alter system. However, they devote
relatively little time to the early stages of therap>, per se.
except to note ule techniques by which alters may be
accessed and communications and contracts arranged.

In this communication, I "'ill restrict my focus to me
first two stages of Kluft's 1991 model. which overlap with
Braun's (1986) stages 1.-4. and 6., and with PUlliam's (1989)
stages 1.-5. All of these stages, phases, or steps would fall
under Herman's (1992) first stage: theestablishmentofsafe
ty. The Klufl 1991 model is based on the assumption that
the more the MPD patient is able to approximate the ego
strengths of the patient withom MPD. the more amenable
he or she ",;11 be 10 psychotherapy.

Rati(malefor the Model Proposed
The MPD patient is all too often highly unstable, and

the condition implies SC\'eral inherent mlnerabilities.

The \'ery presence of alters precludes the possibil
ity of an ongoing unified and available obsel"\;ng
ego and disrupts autonomous ego activities such as
memo!)' and skills. Therapeutic activity with one
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TABLE 1
Outlines of phases, steps, and issues in the treatment ofMPD

Braun, 1986

I. Developing trust

2. Making and sharing Ox

3. Communicating with each
personality

4. Acceptance of Ox

5. Gathering Hx

6. Working with each
personality state's problems

7. Special procedures

8. De-.·doping imerpersonalit},
communication

Pumam, 1989

1. Making the Ox

2. Initial inten'entions

3. Initial stabilizations

4. Metabolism of trauma

5. Development of
communication and
cooperation

6. Metabolism of the trauma

7. Resolution and integration

8. Development of post-
resolution coping skills

Kluft, 1991c

L Establishing the Rx

2. Preliminary inten'ention

3. Hx gathering and mapping

4. Contracting

5. Moving toward integration/
resolution

6. Integration/resolution

7. Learning new coping skills

8. Solidification ofgains and
\\'orking through

9. Achieving resolution/integration

10. Developing new behaviors and coping skills

II. Networking and using social support s}'stems

12. Solidifying gains

13. Follow-up

personality may not impact upon others. The patient
may not impacton others. The patientmaybe unable
to address pressing concerns when some person
alities maintain they are not involved. others have
imo\\'ledge which would be helpful but are inac+
cessible, and still others regard the misfortunes of
other alters to be to their admIltage.

A therapeutic split between the obsernng and
experiencing ego, so crucial to insight therapy, may
not be possible_ Cut offfrom full memo!}' and pen
sive self-obsen-ation, alters remain prone to react
in their specialized patterns. Since acti\ity is fol
lowed by switching, they find it difficult to learn
from ex~rience.Change via insight may be a late
development, following a substantial erosion ofdis
sociative defenses. (Kluft, 1984a, p. 52)

9. Follo\\'-up

Funhennore, the MPD paticnt tcnds to live in several
parallel but incompletely overlapping constructions of the
world and oflne experience. The dilTerent personalityslTUc+
tures embod)' different adaptalional patterns, attitudes, and
perceptions. Their memoriesdo not contain congruem and
mutually compatible contents or data bases. Their cognitive
processesare distoned bynumcrollserrorsofthought (Fine,
1988) and the)' reflect the pernicious influence of trauma
upon the development of cogniti\'~skills, models, and pro
cesses (Fine, 1990). Consequently, the various alters, work
ing from dilTeren tassumptions, drawing upon differen tdata
bases, and thinking \\ith different cogniti\·e schemes and
paltcrns, live in different subjective realities. The MPD
paticntsutTers "multiple rea1itydisorder. -Someofthesesub
jectivel)'endorsed realities are actually psychotic wi th respect
to conventional perceptions and understandings.

In the treatmentofMPD, it becomes important to deve!-
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INITIAL STAGES OF PSYCHOTHERAPY IN ~[PD '

op a sufficient number of mutually endorsed and shared
premises in order to ensure reasonable communication among
the alters and the lherapisL Before entering the morc dif
ficult and demanding areas of the treatment, lhe lherapisl
must come to appreciate the assumpti"e worlds of the alters,
and they must acknowledge lhalofthe therapist. There need
not be initial agreement, but there must be some mutual
underslanding of the points of\'iew that .....ill impact upon
the therapy.

In the typical non-~IPO patient. the unkno....n or uncon
scious aspeclSofmental function 'will be inferred from lheir
impact upon and intrusions into the known and conscious
realms. Unconscious obstades or resist.anccs to the work of
treatment maybe interpreted. However, in the MPD patient,
although the typical unconscious is at play and its impact
may be interpreted, the majority of the work of bringing
what is outside of a....'aI"eness to a.....areness consists of creat
ing the possibilityofsharing .....hat is in one conscious system
with another conscious system with which it has little or no
connection. One isdealingwith parallel disnibuted processo~

(Spiegel, 1990 [aftcr Rumelhart & McClelland, 1986]). The
problem might be said to be one ofaccessing not the uncon
scious and unknown, but the d5nJ.,hn? thoughtltnown.

The first phases of the therapy, then, arc designed to
bring the MPD patient to a position in .....hich many of his or
her vulnenl.blities or deficits in ego functioning are either
improved, repaired, compensated for. or supplemented by
a prosthesis prO\ided by the structure, consistency. and cul
ture of the therapy. For example. although it is not possible
to bringabout a unified obseningego rapidly in such patients,
it may be possible to creatc a situation in which all parlS of
the mind pay attention when the therapistrequeslS that ~e\'er}'

one listen. ~
Such inten'entions aUO\'" the MI'D patient to be treated

more asa wlitysimultaneousl)"'.ith being treated as an aggre
gation ofseparate parts. From the first. it initiates powerful
pressures toward integration and responsibility, and against
irresponsible autonomy, It also emphasizes that the treat
ment is that of a person, not of a series of pseudo-people.
Within this framework the treatment of MPD becomes less
strange and forbidding. to patient and therapist alike.

STAGE I: ESTABUSHING THE THERAPY

~Eslablishjngtlu pS)'chotherapy" involves the creation ofan
aunosphere of safcty in which the diagnosis can be made.
the securityofthe treatment frame can beassured, the patient
begins to understand the concept of the rreatment alliance
in a preliminary way. the nalllre of the treatmem is intro
duced to thc patient, and sufficient hope and confidcnce is
established so that the patient feels prepared to begin what
may be a long and difficult process. (Kluft. 1991. p. 178)

Mutual Voluntary Pamdpatiqn
When I take a new patielll into treatmelll. the patient

and I are beginning a relationship that may last many years.
We arc both eager to get off to a good start; the beginning
of our work may set the tone for what will follow. I try to
emphasize the mutually voluntary and cooperati\'e nature
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of our work, and underline that the therapeutic process is
subject to ongoing reo.iewand rcassessmem~' both the patient
and by myself, I want the paticlllto know he or she has the
right to discontinue the therapy if for some reason we can
not work well together. and that I resen'e the right to with
draw, I appreciate that this may be misunderstood or mis
uscd by the rejection-sensiti\'e and reSistalll. but I do not
want any patients to belieo.'e that my agreement to work with
them obligates me to remain engaged with them despite
intractable resistance. disruptive beha\ior, and/ or regres
sive dependency in the senice of the infinite defermelll of
their dealing with pressing life circumstances, I also want
the patient to have a face-saving forum within which to tell
me that despite our initial decision to work together, I am
not the right therapist. Examp~: A massi\'e and muscular
femalc MPD ",ith a histol'}' ofextreme \iolence began ther
apywith a petite woman resident under mysupenision. She
was told that any violence would create a situation in which
treaunentcould not continue. After a period ofgood beha\'
ior long enough for the resident to decide to go fon'o'ard,
the patient menaced several persons php;icaUy and endan
gered them by nearl)' causing a conflagration. Treaunent
was tenninated. Iwas asked to see the patient, who had made
a ffiO\ing plea to have treauncnt reinstated, and threatened
to sue for abandonment. We had a constructh'e inteniew in
which the patient appreciated that she had known the cir
cumstances of her acceptance, and had made her choice.
Although she tried to argue that the personality that had
been problematicdid not understand hercircumstancesand
believed she was in danger. she came to see that by li,ing in
"multiple reality disorder" she had bought short tenn relief
at the cost of her long·tcrm well-being.

It is important to realize that many patients come to
treatment consciously or unconsciously doubling that they
can recover, and accorda higherprioril)'toacquiringa neecl
fulfilling relationship of indefinite duration than a psy
chotherapy designed to effect substantial change within a
reasonable amount of time, Although psychotherapy lIlay
offer a safe ha\'en in a difficult and scary world, such S3nc
llIary is not meant to be an end in itself; it is prmided to
facilitatc other goals.

Pragmatic Arrangements
I try to establish a firm understanding about financial

matters, and make it clear that therapy cannot continue if
such obligations are not sustained. Although in practice I
",ill trytocontinue rreatment through time-limited difficulties
in the life of a reliable patient. and err to"''aI"d the side of
IcnienC}', it is neither practical nor therapeutic todoso indef
initely.

I also try to ascertain whether the patient is going to be
able to attend sessions .....ith a reasonable amount of conti
nuityand frequency. If this cannot be assured, therapy must
remain sllpporti\'eorquite modest in its pace, and this should
be discussed with the patient. Examp~: In the course of his
work with me, a man's company promoted him to a posi
tion that involved increasing amounts oftra\'el. Therapy has
been interrupted so extensively that his progress has been
slowed at the expense of maintaining function and facili-
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t30ng day-to-day coping.

rna'
Although Braun (1986) and Ross (1989) speak ofestab

lishing truSt early in the therapy, it is m}' experience tJlat this
is not a realistic goal. Trust is best understood as an early
de\'e!opmental achievement accomplished in the contextof
good or good enough mothering. The role ofdifficulties in
the dvadic or early mother-ehild relationship in the devel
opment of MPD has not been explored sufficiently. Suffice
it 10 say. most MPD patients do not appear to have devel
opedsecure basic rrustasdcscribed by Erickson (1963). Man}'
of their early experiences im·oh·e harm, betra)'al, and fail
ures to protect and nurture. The earl)' appearance of trust
in ~IPD is usually a leap of faith, a wish, an enactment of a
fantas}', an expression ofhope, or telling a potential aggres
5Or, the therapist. what the patient thinks he or she "''aJlts to
hear. Ross' (1989) text and personal conversation with Braun
(Nmember, 1990) indicate that they appreciate these con
cents, but choose to use Lhe word trust regardless. Genuine
trust rarely develops early in the therapy. A more operational
definition ofwhat appears to be early trust is enough hope.
curiosity, or desperation to return for the next session.

I concurwim Putnam (1989) and Ross (1989) in regard
to dealing with the patielll's suspicions aoom me and my
intentions. Ralher lhan confront, explain, or reassure in
response to the patient's mistrust. I encourage my patients
to value mistrust as an important warning sign. I indicate
mat since Lhe patient has been hurt quite deeply, the dC\·el
opment ofapprehension. suspicion. and misghing are nat~

ural and essen tial protections against fUMer traumatization.
Often the entire treatment ofMPD is an ongoing test of the
therapist in the face ofthe patient'scomiction that lhe ther
apist, tOO, will prove corruptible and abusive. Putting mis
truSt to rest rapidly is usually a wishful fantasy. I will talk to
the patient about the negative consequences oflea,ing mis
tnlSt unexplored. and advise the patient to stud)' his or her
misgivings over time. Usually as time goes on, tbe distrust is
felt by a diminishing number of alters, and lllore and more
alters endorse me. This building of trust is superceded by
the emergence of more and more negative transferences,
which echo lhe earlier expectations, but which hopefully
arc explored with a more sophisticated patient who has been
helped to anticipate such devdopments.

"'P«U ofSafety
I try to create an atmosphere of safety b}' tJIe \\'a}' I con

duct m}"SClfratherthan byreassurancesand promises. I imite
all parts of the mind to express and explore their concems.
and indicate that the tre.aunent is for all aspects of the per
SOn before me. I have found that unless I do this, the alters
mayassullle that I favor those who spoke first, or that I implic
iuyendorse the values and stances of those I first cncoun
terce!.

I try to be honest, and answer early questions eiLher can
didly, or by indicating that it would not be appropriate to
answer, or that Ido not choose to answer. ~1anyMI'D patients
are quite intrusive. and many are fearful that what they do

not know about their therapist ma}' correspond with their
worst fears. Others feel that the somewhat tilted power rela
tionship in therapy must be undone or it "'ill be used against
them. It is a rare abuse ,ictim who feels that strength may
be benign or exercised in his or her best interests. I try, in
a gentle way, to educate the patient about the benefitsofmy
remaining relatively anonymous.

Not infrequently the MPD patient will pressure me ther
apist to make promises that the patient believes are neces
sary for the patient to feel safe, but which would compro
mise the therapist 'sefficacy. Itis unwise to make such promises
with Lhe hope that the patient will become more reasonable
thereafter. Common requests are that the lhcrapist \\iUnever
pursue irl\'oluntarycommiunent, hospitalization, the use of
medications, or the dismissal of the patient from treatment.
Although it is tnle that all of these inten'entions may be per
ceived assimilar, ifnot identical, to childhood or lateraban
donments or traumatizations, and that the}' may ha\'e been
unpleasant (or even misused) in prior treatments. they are
alliegitimatc aspects ofps)'chotherapeutic treatment which
one should not forfeit.

Another increasingly common request (or demand) is
that whatever the patient says will be validated without fur
therquestion. ~Howcan Ifeel safe with a therapist who docsn 't
believe me?" is a common plaint. This is an extremely prob
Icmatic request, not only given the 'icissitudes of memory,
but because it establishes the dangcrous precedem that tJIe
p.·niem may control what can and cannot be explored for
its genetics and detenninants. The latter gives license to the
keeping of secrets in lhe therap)'. which is a 'irtual guaran·
tee of impasse. Also, it has been my experience that many
MPD patients knowingl}' misrepresent significant issues and
facts for a variery of reasons, and the exploration of these
misrepresentations iscrucial for their re£O\'Cry (K1uft, in press) .

At times patients will ask for a special favor as an indi
cation that the office is a safe place; e.g.. being allowed 10

bring and/or leavc a stuffed animal or some other posses
sion there. My policy is to allow such requests ifthey are nci
thcr inconvenient, disruptive to other patients. nor com
plicated by issues of specialness. HO\\'C\'er, I make it clear
that an}'thing left in my office may attract the attention of
others, and that I cannot guarantee that others will not lise
their special things. Consequenuy. little is left in my office.

I usually ask the patient to share any concems or anxi
eties that have been raised about me and treatment with me.
and to discuss any worries about safery. I not onl}' demon
strate a "'illingnes.s to hear and address all relC\<Ultconcerns.
I also pursue the issue b}' asking "What el.se?~ after each has
becn addressed. I nC\'er assume that all can be shared from
the first, and invite the exploration ofother concerns as they
emerge. Many patients are concerned about my safety as
well, fearing that they, their material, or their abusers Illay
be hurtful to me. I try to address each concern in a matter
of fact manner. I tell my patients that our initial task is no
more than to learn how to feel safe while we sit in Lhe same
room together, and J am prepared to spend from minutes
to months exploring my patients' apprehensions.

On occasion. I "'ill openly mice my own apprehensions
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about safety. Some MPD patients have clear histories of vio
lent beha,;or (Kluft, in press). Olhers threaten \;olence or
voice a fear of loss of control. a few have histories of carry'·
ing weapons, and a small number are so imposing in stature
or so expert in unarmed combat skills that I ha\'c reason to
fear being injured if they misperceh'e me as a dangerous
person or (more commonly) if I attempt to interrupt their
attemplS to harm themselves. Ofthe two peoplein the room,
it is preferable that the patient is the more anxious. My
approach is to state thall cannot [ullclion effectively if! am
concerned about my safety. I will insist on meaningful reas
surances, and, if they are not forthcoming, I will decline to
lrCaL

In the manerofseeking reassurances. ifl am told about
some ~horrible-or ~e\'i.I~alter that is \iolent and will attack
me if 1 make some error or am seen as causing the patient
pain,1 immediatelyask such alters to listen, and explain that
treatment isoften painful and upsetting, and that Iam imper
fect. I insist on reassurances, and will use h)pnotic methods
to gain access ifl cannot simply Mtalk o\'er" (KIuft, 1982) the
alter that is currently in executive function, I insist on the
patient's valuing and cooperating with efforts to protect my
personal safety, and that the patient go nowhere near my
bome or family, Although I accepllhat harsh language and
statements of hostile inteIH toward myself are part of the
business ofdoing therapy, I tell those few patients who seem
inclined to make I.hreats that any threat toward my family
will be grounds for the instant discontinuation of the lher
apy and the filing of legal charges, Almost invariabl)' I can
get reassurance in one or two sessions. Of o\'er 300 MPD
patients that I have considered taking into treatment. only
three would or could not provide this. They were not treat
ed. With regard to maners ofm)' safety, it is, in the words of
Richard Loewenstein (personal communication, November,
1988), ~m)"w:ayor me high\\':ay."ln o\'er twenryyears, I have
only discharged one patient for violence against me, and
one for making a threat to a family member.

Neophyte therapists are often reluctant to insist upon
their own safety, and pursue risky and heroic ventures on
behalfof poorly controlled MPD patients, I have known sev
eral who have suffered assaults and injuries, and continued
to treat their patients/assailants lest they feel rejected and
become suicidal. For lUany years I continued to work with
patientswho\iolated the rules noted abcl\'e. Howe\'er,a rC\iL'\\'
ofmy records from 1970 to the present disclosed that not a
single patient who had made aseriousallack (invol\ing ph)"S
ical aggression) or threat upon me (such as brandishing a
knife oraiming a gun) had e\'Cr recovered in treatment \\;th
me. Once genuine danger, harm, or intimidation enters the
therapist-patieIH dyad, effective therapy is over. It is time 10
transfer the patient, who hopefully can learn from the expe
rience and behave more appropriately with a subsequent
therapist.

The Treatmellt Frame
The concept of tile frame or treatment frame is Ma

metaphor for the implicit and explicit ground rules of psy
chotherapy and ps)'choanalrsisM (Langs, 1980, p. 526). Ill)'
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to heIp the patient understand the bou.ndaries of confI
dentiality, and indicate under whal circumstances il will be
breached. In the United Stales, considerabledifferences exist
in state laws regarding doclor-patient prhileged communi
cation, but in general either suicidaliry or imminent threat
to others constitute such grounds, Also, we are mandated
reporters of certain situations, such as child abuse.

The palientand I also disc.ussanticipatcd intrusions upon
the therapy, and how they may be managed best. I insist that
we review the handling of telephone calls from concerned
others, requests for infonnation from insurers, review orga
nizations, and other relevant panies to the situation. I ask
patients to instruct me in the handling of inquiries and com
munications of a non-urgent variety. I ask with whom their
circumstances can be discussed. and to what extent. I teU
patients that if I receive a call about them, I will not C'\'en
acknowledge mat they are my patients without their per
mission. I explain that their family and concerned others
may find me abrupt or rude if they insist on asking about
things I will not discuss, I tell my patients that I ,,",ill share
with them any call orcommunication I receive thatconcems
them, even if the caller wishes that tllis not be dOllC.

We discuss with whom the patient will share informa
tion, and to what extent. I discourage my patients from shar
ing anymore than is necessary. and educate them about the
risks of bringing others into this aspect of their personal
lives. The MPD patient often wants to ha\'e others losuppon
them, who will interact \\;th alters and provide a reparent
ing or a correcti\'e emotional experience. I try to help the
patient appreciate that friendship does not consist of hav
ingone'sdependency needs met. orofentenainingor being
exploited b)' those who arc fascinated with one's pathology.
I point out Ihal the most likely consequences of such inter
actions are exploitation and rejection, and encourage my
patients' keeping Ihe O\'en display of their illness confined
fO the therapy setting,

I discourage my patients from enteringsuppongroups,
a fashionable fad with undemonstratcd efficacy. If has been
my ironic experience that J\'lPD patients rapidly become so
engulfed in the concerns and reactions oftheir group mem
bers that they find themselves using their indi\~dual treat
ment to help them cope \\~th the group from which they
had hoped to draw support. Ifilwolvement in other simul
taneous treatments is necessary or desirable for some rea~

son (and it is inC\itable if the patient requires medication,
and is in therap>' \\~th a non-medical professional). we go
over how communication between and among the theca
pistswilloccur. We rC\iewhowmynoteson their confidential
matters will be dealt with, and we talk over how much infor
mation \\~11 be shared with those who cover for me in my
absence, and de\'elop a protocol for their work with such
persons to maximize the efTccth'eness of the coverage with
out encouraging splitting, t.xaml)II~:An MPD paticlll's child
perSonalities liked a covering doctor but feared me. They
decided they would not work with me, but would do their
work \\~th my colleague while I was away. The colleague and
I agreed that the child alters could ha\'e no more than five
minutes ofeach session with her, and would do work in ther-
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apywith me, as did all the others. The patient protested vig
orously, but, after seeing UIat the colleague held firm, worked
with me and integrated in short order.

We discuss myamilability bct\veen sessions, and the nature
ofavailable support systems. I try to communicate that while
I am on call for genuine emergencies, I am not available for
general companionship, ongoing rcassurance, or as a
moment-by moment consultant, confidant, or guide. I
emphasize that an emergency is an unforseen situation that
calls for immediate action, not a period of discomfort dur
ing which the patient feels badly. I work wiul the patient to
establish a hierarchy of things to do at such times, the last
of which is to call me. It is essential to build mastery and to
a\'oid the pull ofregressi\"e dependency. I make it clear that
any misuse or abuse of myavailability must be addresscd and
resolved if treatment is to continue. In my experience, only
a small minority of MPD patients will be inappropriate if
these conditions are set forth, but a majority will make such
demands on the therapist if they are not. The essential com
munication is that the therapist is on call, but not on tap.

Therapeutic Alliance
The therapeutic alliance is the most crucial aspect of

the treatment ofMPD. rdiscuss it in depth wiul ule patient,
and define therapy as a type of work that we endeavor to
achicvc for the patient'sbenefit. I distinguish the therapeutic
alliance (roughly equivalent terms are treatment alliance,
working alliance, and helping alliance) from transference
and the real relationship using the dcfinitions of Ralph
Greenson (1967). As we talk, I take pains to emphasize the
importance of the patient's taking an active role in the treat
ment, and convey repeatedly that therapy is something that
is done collaboratively with me, and not done by me to thc
patient. Many patients promptly make it clear that they ha\"e
no genuine hope of recovery, but believe if I am ava.ilable
to take care of them, that in some magical way 1 will make
it possible forthem to be relatively safe orcomfortable. Others
COl1\'ey that their relationship to me will be the primary focus
from the start.

I make sure that I give my patients many assignments
both within and between sessions, and help them under
stand by my manner that I am extremely attentive to their
producing what has been requested. From the first I chal
lenge any apparent learned helplessness (Seligman, 1975),
and work for the establishment of an internal locus of con
trol. Constructive work on traumatic material \\<ill not be pos
sible \\<ith a patient who looks to the therapist to do all of
the work. I praise and reinforce any in'dication of the
patient'sacti\'eparticipation in therapy. Whcn lbecomea....'aI"e
of reluctance (i.e., conscious resistance) I not only note the
problem, but I also indicate what active efforts on the part
of the patient might lead to a more productive outcome.
When the patient makes such efforts, lofferencouragement.

I explore the patient's previous psychotherapy experi
ences, which are a valuable indicator of what I will have to
contend with. I try to learn what worked, and what did not.
I assess the transferences, resistances, acting out, responses
to various techniques and approaches, and how their dis-

sociative difficulties were addressed. I try to learn about any
boundary violations and exploitations by any prior health
care prO\<ider or other persons in ostensibly safe relation
ships with the patient. If there are such experiences, I dis
cuss their likely impact on the therapy, and make it clear
that their ongoing effects will be studied between us (KIuft,
1989). Using a recently published outline (Kluft, 1992), I
study all the available information to ascertain whether any
of the conditions that may encourage therapeutic impasse
arc operative, and try to anticipate how these may be
addressed.

Having studied the \<icissitudes of prior therapies and
the potential for impasse, I attempt to socialize the patient
to psychotherapy in a manner influenced by the early
research ofOme (Orne& Wender, 1968). Fewpatientsappear
to understand what psychotherapyentails, orappreciate how
they must conduct themselves in order to obtain its poten
tial benefits. This is particularly true of mental health pro
fessionals who suffer dissociative disorders.

Many MPD patientsare \\<idely read and sound quite sophis
ticated, but they come to treatment with expectations that
are decontextualized. Theyfail to comprehend that the treat
ment of MPD is a subset of psychotherapy in general, and
that verbatim knowledge of the MPD literature is nOt a firm
foundation for understanding psychotherapy perse. A major
aspect of my socialization is anticipating for the patient the
emergence of negative and traumatic transferences, recur
rent bouts ofmisgiving and mistrust, incessant testing of the
therapist, doubting of the diagnosis and the veracity ofrec
ollected material, apprehensions of dire consequences for
making revelations within the treatment, etc. I express my
confidencc thatwe can negotialesuch distressing occurrences
if we appreciated them as part of the process of ule treat
ment, and encourage the patient to welcome them as indi
cators ofissucs that require ourjoint attention, rather than
as signs that invariably indicate something is seriously amiss.

r discuss the importance of transference phenomena,
and make it clear that they are valuable topics for discus
sion, but poorguides to action. For me sophisticated patient,
orany patient who worries about my reactions, I will explain
that my countertransference experiences are also valuablc
information for the therapy. 1explain that at times the feel
ings I experience may represent my grO\\<ing awareness of
ule patient's inner state and me many ways it can be com
municated (e.g., projective identification). Relatively naive
patients often are unduly frightened by a candid discussion
of countertransference, especially if transference itself is a
novel idea to them. For them, I usually defer such discus
sion until a graceful opportunity occurs to discuss a rela
tively bland and readily apparent example.

In addition, I try to explain my specific ground rules,
somc of which have been alluded to above. r prefer to do
this in a gradual and naturalistic manner as relevant sub
jects emerge, because a stark recital can be very offensive
and threatcning, especially to a patient who isafraid of rejec
tion in some alters, and inclined to provoke it in others. One
such patient recently said, "You have just told the bad ones
how to destroy the trcatmcnL" Othcr patients appreciate
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INITIAL STAGES OF PSYCHOTHERAPY IN MPD

knowing exacl.ly where they stand.
I tty to help the paticm appreciate mal under some cir

cumstances it is nOt advisable for us to continue. Hwe fail
to establish a therapeutic allianeeor find ourselves disliking
one another as people, treatment is unlikely to prosper. If
the patient and I disagree about how the creaunent must be
conducted or if the paticnl incessantly struggles to control
the therapy, a good outcome is not likely LO be within reach.
If the patient violates the boundaries of treatment, inter
fercs with other patients' I.reatnlents, Of becomes inuusivc
into my personal life. the patient will beconfronlcd and told
that Cunher such episodes ",,;11 lead to the end of treatment.
If the patient fails to attend sessions, docs not do lhe work
of lherapy, declines to honor or is unable to meet financial
obligations. or encounters logistical difficulties that make
therapy problematic, it is best to discontinue. If the paticnt
is more assaulti\'e with words or actions than I choose to tol
erate. and does nOl conform his or her behavior within the
range I can manage within the constraints of psychothcra
py. I see no reason to continue. It is countertherapeutic to
allow one's self to be abused by a patient. Not only docs it
build up understandable resentment in the therapist, but it
sets before the patient a masochistic role model in the guise
ofa more healthy individual with whom the palientwill iden
tify, and whose characteristics will be internalized, Therefore,
it is in the patient's best intercsts for the thcrapist to insisl
upon the right to internlpt d}"Sfunctional verbal assaulth'e
ness. A threat to a member of my family or any intrusion
into my personal life are grounds for ending rrcaunent. In
marginal cases I \\;11 consider an enforced period. of time
away from rreaunent with me, \\;th resumption contingent
upon our murual agreement after a series ofintenie\\"S at a
later agreed-upon time.

My psychoeducational efforts in supporl of the thera
peutic alliance encompass most of the topics of this article.
I explain the impormllce of speaking freely, and the roles
of interpretation and insight. I indicate that as painful as
the past may have been, It is only by learning from it thal
the safety of the patient's future may be assured. I briefly
describe abreaction, and discuss the roles of medication,
hypnosis, and any other discrete techniqucs that may be
emplo}'ed (e.g.,journaling). I may use \;gneues from other
therapies (emphasizing that I have permission lO do so) to
illustrate how various interventions have helped other
patiems. I explain that we mayor may nOt use the exact tech
niques that we have rC\i.ewed, but that it is important to
appreciate that thcre are man}' approac hes available to make
the treatrnem tolcrable and manageable.

As noted abm'c, Ianticipate that patient's feelings toward
me and the rreatmentmay change. and obsen'e that as they
come to see me in terms of those who have hUrl them, at
times they may have difficulty distinguishing me from these
persons. r pointollt that their high hypnotizability combined
with their past experiences may make mc appear to be other
than I am; in fact, their perceptions of me may appear to
confirm their worst fears (c.g" Loewenstein, 1993).1 explain
that all such distortions and their exploration ha\'e a role in
advancing the therapy, but that at times they maybe so intense

, -?0-

that I may have to challenge rather than explore their per
ceptions in order to preserve the therapy,

I explain to my patients that C\'cn though we will focus
to a great extent upon their inner worlds and pasts, their
day to da)' function, their future aspirations, and their con
tcmporary personal comfort is of great concern to me. I
emphasize that I want to maximit.C their strengths and will
do my best to cnsure that the treatment will cause 110 dis
tress other than that which is ncccssimtcd by the subject and
dictates of our therapeutic work. I discourage masochistic
(and courageous) pressures LO push ahead regardless ofthe
pain, Instead, I urgc Ill}' paticnts to accept the need to pace
the therap}' meticulousl}'. and to respect the axiom. ~the

slower }UU go. Lhe faster you get there. - That is, the fe\\'er
crises and messes encountered as a result of impatience or
haste. the more goal-directed and efficient the therap)' can
be. I make it clear that we ",i.1I obc)' the -rule of thirds~ (K1uft,
1991) and take pains to amid their being o\'enllhelmed or
decompensatcd, nOl\\ithstanding their concerns over what
may seem to be an indolent rate of progress.

I try to offer anticipatory socialization to the possible
impact of lnlllmatic material and painful revelations. We
plan for contingencies, such as consen'ing some personal
and vacation time for use if difficult work is planned or if
the patient is bricfly m'erv:hclmed. I also give my patients a
mini-lecture on l.he problems associated \\i.th the recovery
of unconfirmed apparent memories, and urge them against
taking action precipitOusly upon the materials recovered in
the course oftreatmenl. This is an exquisitely difficult issue
to address, and some ~lPD patients have pronounced diffi
culties with impulse coorrol in this connection.

Man}' MPD patients enter rrcatment demoralizcd and
desponden t. Sufficient hope and confidence to motivate such
a patient to continue may come from his or her courage,
desperation, religious faith. the support or encouragement
ofconcerned others, dreams for the future, etc. Usually the
patient is able to draw upon the cxpericnceofinitial ell1path
icconncctedness with the therapistalld the therapisl.'sdcmon
stration ofcxpertise \i.s--a-vis thcir early interactions as a basis
for continuing the treatmcnt. It is my experience that the
early stagcs ofworking with J\lPD are facilitated by frequent
use ofa sclf-ps)'chological perspective thatstresses imen-entions
focused on empathyalld mirroring. Such effonsusuallyaddress
the patient's need to feel understood, and convey that the
patient has found a therapist who can articulate and give
expression to the inner experiences that have so long madc
the patient feel weird. different. and incomprehensible, and
therefore. beyond hope.

The importanceofa demonstration ofexpertise to incul·
C".ltc hope, first emphasized to me b)' Bennett G. Braun, M.D"
in a series of conversations in 1979-81, cannot be overem
phasized. It is best if the demonstrations do not narcissisti
cally aggr.lndi1.c thc therapist or prove beyond the paticnt's
comprehension, but instead convey to thc patient that he
or she may have reason for hope, C\'cn optimism, Examph:
A patient r was admitting to the hospital began to have a
flashback and showed signs of disorgani7.ing tcrror. presag
ing rapid decompensation. I quick.!}' used a h}'pnotic tech-
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pique to stop iL The patient was amazed and began toexpress
profuse admiration and grntitude to me. I interrupted this
adulation, which threatened to place me in the role of a
l1lagical wizard upon whom the patient would have to
depend, and persuaded the patient to leam to bring the
flaShback back,and then to interdict it herself. She was amazed,
and said. Ryou actually taught me to do that .1 did that! My
God! I think I'll be able to get well and get out of this ther~

ap\ rat-race. - I responded, RWhy not?P The patient made
\'crY rapid progress, and rapidly mastered the use of tech~

niqucs used in session to comfort and control herself in my
absence.

Accepting the Diagnosis
AJthough the mutual acceptance of the diagnosis is a

cnlCial aspcct of the therapeutic alliance in l\'IPD, it consti
tutes a significant subject in and ofirsclf. Denial of the MPD
diagnosisisacommonplace e\'ent. In my experience, behav
ioral acknowledgementof the diagnosis is more crucial than
the "erbal acknowledgement. If the patient participates pro-
dueti"e1y in a treatment that, by its \'cl)' nature, indicates
:\IPD is present, Iam not inclined toargueo\'er\\·ords. Denial.
suppression, or derealization of the diagnosis may contin
ue throughout the therapy, or may make recurrent appear
ances. There is litue to be gained by demanding that the
reluctant patiem accept the diagnosis, often complaining,
~We don't ha\'e multiple personality!RThe MPD patient suf
fers multiple reality disorder, and has no trouble endorsing
mutuall}' comradictol)' percepts. Often the denial will per
sist until il1tegration, or e...en sur"iye iL

It interests me that I rarely encountered denial in the
1970s. before the connection between l\lPD and child abuse
was common knowledge. :\1y experience has led me to think
that often the underl}ing issue is mat with the acceptance
of the diagnosis comes the implicit acceptance that one has
suffered child abuse and that one's close relations wi.th sig
nificant others may rcquire reconsideration. My work ....!"ith
MPI) paticllts has cOIl\>inced me that the realityofthe abuse
may be denied WiUl more vigor and endurance that the diag
nosis itself: -But I am one of those MPD patients who did not
suffer child abuse."

Typically a patient wi.11 endorse the diagnosis because it
allows him or her to make sense of the man}' cvents in the
past that ha\'c proven baffiing, and explains distrcssingsymp
toms and e\'ents in the here and now. This is followed by a
questioning and rejection of the diagnosis, often accompa
nied by a challenge to the clinician'sjudgemem and com
petence. Usually, this is because me implicationsof the diag
nosis ha\'e struck the patient, and must be disavo.....ed.
Consultation often is SOughL

Many patients attempt to bargain- -Maybe 1am disso
dative, but I don't have MPD." -1 admil that I ha\'e dissocia
ti\e features. but I don't think I could have MPD. Maybe I
ha\'e DDNOS.- RI ha\'e parts, but we. I mean I, don't have
personalities. RI usually explore the patient's fantasies and
fears about what the MPD diagnosis means, and address me
specific apprehensions as best I can. At times I will educate
the paticnt about the natural histol)' of MPD, observing that

mOSI people \....ith :\{PD spend most of their lives in a DDNOS
state (Kluft. 1985). With others, I rna}' suggest that we can
study the diagnostic issue together O\'er time, I try to com
municate genu}' and compassionatel}' that the diagnostic
niceties that upset them so are meaningless to me and do
nOI havc significant implications for the treatment process.
When a patient is detennined to deny the diagnosis, but is
cooperating with all other aspects oftreatment, I let the mat
ter rest. If the patient is deeply invcstcd in denying the diag
nosis. and this is delaying all progress, it is clear that unless
the diagnosis is wrong, the patient is prcempti\'ely declar
ing that he or she is not ready for treatment, or not v.illing
to work with the current thcrapisl. Often consultation helps.
Scveml such patients have opted to work with the consul
tan t, and, years latcr, told me that they were so angry at me
for having made the diagnosis that they could nOt bring
themselves to work with me; in effect, they had Rkilled the
messenger who brought the bad news, ~

STAGE 2: PRELIMINARY INTERVENTIONS

Preliminary inten'entions involve gaining access to
the more readil}' reached personalities; establish
ing agreements or contracts with the alters against
tenninaling treatment abnIpu}', self-harm, suicide,
and as many other d)'Sfunctional behaviors as the
patient is able to agree to curtail; fostering com
munication and cooperation among the alters ( a
process that is at the core of the treatment from
here on); expanding tIle therapeutic alliance by
achieving the patient's acceptance of the diagno
sis across increasing numbers of the personalities
(some will deny it to the end); and offcring what
symptomatic relief is possible. Hypnosis may play
an invaluable role in facilitating these measures.
(Kluft, 1991, p, 176)

The goals of this stage arc to strengthen the patient as
a whole and across the altcrs in order to prescn'e or enhance
the currellllcvel offunction, establish the coping skills nec
ess<'u)' to begin the difficult phases of treatment to follow.
and ,\'ork OUt any problems in the collabomtion between
therapist and patienL

I have always likened this stage to tIle preparations I
would make for the safcty ofa day's cruise with guests on a
sailboat. Before lea\ing the dock and before lea..>ing the shel
ter of the harbor for open water, I nOI only want to make
sure that thc boat itself is safc and \\·c1l-equipped. I want to
have adequate reassur.mces that those about to embark are
in adequate condition for the vO}'3.ge. I want to know who
can s....im and who cannot. I must have appro\'ed flotation
devices (life presen'ers) for all, and be sure that e\"el)'one
can put his or hers on rapidly, I require that the non-sv.im
mers wear life presen'ers at all times. I must learn who can
help me sail, and how to communicate with them. Some rna}'
know nautical language. bUI some may not. I want to be sure
that someone else can operate the emergency de-.>ices and
the radio in case I become incapacitated. Then, as we leave
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lhe dock and are still in the harbor, I will make sure to call
upon my potential helpers to see if lhey truly can and will
dowhat Iask. I want to work out mycontingenq' plans before
I encoumer a difficull situation. In a similar manner, the
wise therapist tests and improves the collaboration wilh the
patient long before therapist and patient \'enture imo lhe
lreacherous tides, winds. currents, and na\igational hazards
ofslrong and difficult material.

The tasks oflhis stage are in lhe senice of mobilizing a
reasonable facsimile of normal ego function (i.e., a '"crew"
that can work together and v.ith me). It ....ill fall apart and
require reassembly time and time again, but its resilicnce
depends on a slrong foundation. Virtually all inten'enlions
in this stage address the problem of communication across
and throughout the alter system.

Alleviatillg Punitive Superego Attitudes
The equivalent of loosening lhe punitive superego in

the first stages ofthe psychoanalytic psycholherapy is a series
ofefforts to understand lhe alter S}'Stem 's rules of function,
and to alle\;ate the more problematic patterns of beha\;or.
For example, the alter S)''Stem may have developed methods
of enforcing secrecy by punishing alters that make rC\'e1a
tions, I try to understand such patterns before attempting
to elicit materials that may mobilize such responses, and try
to establish agreements that allow a free flow of informa
tion. For example, I often try to get contracts to the effect
lhat no alter or the body is punished for making rC\'e1ations.
One helpful altemam;e approach is to decline to accept infor
mation from any alter that isat risk for reprisal, and to instead
initiate a dialog with the alter thai enforces the prohibitions.
This usually leads not to the information, but to the loos
eningofthe protectiveS)'Stem, a more appropriateearJygoal.
Once I have engaged the protectors of the secrets in long
dialogs, they usually become more reasonable, or at least
agree to warn me if they are about to feel compelled 10 be
punitive, This allows me to prevent many episodes of self
harm. Optimally, laterin therapy Ican work with these potcn
tiallydangerous alters on the issues of their own origins and
pains, so by the time I get to the material they were trying
to keep hidden, they are allies, or at least will abstain from
obstructionistic or self-destructive practices.

With regard to guilt. I seize upon trivial incidents of
irrational self-blame in order to educate the patient about
the nature of responsibility, and 10 explore the alters' sense
of morality. In a similar context I assess the patient's
masochism and sadism both .....ithin the alters and across the
total human being. It is much easier to addrcss this first in
minor issues than in connection with attributions of blame
for abuse C\'ents.

Shame Management
1 am impressed ....;th Nathanson's (1992) -Compass of

Shame, ~ and use it to classify the alters' likely response to
embarrassment and humiliation. From the perspective of
the patient. the entire therapy process may be experienced
as an extended mortification. As Nathanson describes,
shamc maySC\'erthe interpersonal bridge between the shamed
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indi\idual and his or her peers. Shamc can make one ""'ant
10 disappear, dic, or dcslroy those who have caused or ....;1.

nessed one's humiliation. MPD patients' dissociative defens
es can accomplish this in their inner pS}'chological worlds.
If the patient in different alters is likely to attack the self,
attack others, withdra.....,ora\'Oidacknowledging matters (the
four points of Nathanson"s "compass ofshame") in the face
of shame, I .....ant to kno..... the characteristic response pal.
terns. Intolerable shame is one reason that alters may make
themsekes inacccssible for long periods of time. Alters that
cause shame to the others may be suppressed. I want to help
my patients talk about shame and howwe can soh'e the prob
lems it may pose long before we come to difficult work with
potentially humiliating materials. I routinely ad\~se those I
supenrise to read about shame, because its managemcnt is
crucial to work with the traumatized.

Determining Core Conj1ietual Relatiollship Themes
Luborsky and his colleagues (Luborsky, 1984) have

demonstrated that the anal)'Sis of verbatim lranscripts of
patients' remarks in PS)'chotJlerapy reveals thaI the)' repeat
edly concern themselves witJt a limited number ofcore con
flictual relationship themes (CCRTs). I make verbatim notes
ofseveral sessions imohing majorand/or troublesome alten.
This allows me to identify and articulate their CCRTs ver)
earl)' in the lreatment. and knov.ing their CCRTs allows me
to an ticipate tJle likelihoodofcrises as therapy themes unfokl
and life goes on. To the extent that I can help my patients
foresee and protect them.sch·esfrom situations bywhich the)
had been sUqJrised and in .....hich they hitherto had experi
enced themselves as helpless \ictirns, I can better safeguard
both them and their therapies. Once they appreciate that
therapy is helping tJleffi in such a manner, their motivation
and optimism is enhanced.

Communicative Fields
I find it llsefllito assess the patient's and the predomi

nant alter"s communicativc behavior, and employ Langs'
(1980) description oftypcs ofbipersonal orcommllnicative
ficlds in this endeavor. All too often the therapist working
with an MPD patient has the uncanny experience that what
appears to be an open and rC\'ealing conversation has left
him or her confused, that their words and their patient's
have passed like ships in the night. Also, many MPD patients
insist that their therapists, although engaged and interac
ti\'C, have failed to understand them.

Langs (1980) hasdescribcd three forms ofcommunicative
or bipersonal fields. The Type A field and communicati\'t:
mode is one in which S}mbolism and illusion playa central
role. It is characterized by the dC\'elopmern ofan ambience
in which tr.msference can dC\'elop and be interpreted as
such. It '"is essentiall)' S}mbolic., tr.msitional, illusory. and
geared toward :insighC(p. 547). The Tn>e B field and mock
is -characterized by major efforts at projective identification
and action-discharge. The mode is not essentially designed
for insight but instead facilitates the riddance ofaccretions
ofdisturbing inner stimuli. It can, despite the interactional
pressures it gene,d-tes, be uscd in a manner open to inter-
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pretation M (p. 547). The T}1>e C field and mode is one "'in
which the esscntiallinks between patient and therapist are
hroken and ruptured, and in which \'erbalization and appar
ent efforts at communication are actuallydesigned to destroy
meaning, generate falsifications, and to create impenetra
ble barriers to underl)ing catastrophic truths. The Type C
com muniCdtive mooe isdesigned for falsification. the desuuc
tion of links between subject and obje<:t. and for the erec·
tion of barriers designed to seal off inner and interactional
chaosM(p. 547).

Clearly,Type C phenomenaare inherent in many shame
responses, and in the structure of many M I'D systems and
inner worlds. An unknowing encountcr with such a field is
likely lO engender a sense ofexasperation and futiliry in the
therapist, and often in the paliemaswelJ. Typc B fields oflen
arc powcrful contribulants to some of the angry exchanges
that can occur between MPD patients and their therapists.

I find it uscful to discover the lypes of communicati\'c
fields that arc characteristic with particular alters and/or
subjects of discourse. This prepares me to anticipate diffi
culties and plan accordingl}'. It also alerts me to prepare my
patients to hear interpretations of projective identification
and the defensh'e obscuring of meanings. It is difficult to
illlerpretsuch phenomena later in lherapy, when affe<:tsare
intense. the transference powerful, and the material disrurbing
,\itholl( ha\ing undertaken exlensive preparatoryefforu under
less demanding circumSlaIlces.

Gaining Accur to Alters
I rarel}' let asessiongo b)'withoutacccssingSC"cralalters,

ifonly to make ideomotor inquiries. facilitate briefcontacts,
or to ask how they are doing. I "'ant the alters 10 begin to
listen in on one another in therapy unless there is some spe
cific contraindication. For example, a series of alters origi
nating during a prolonged illlolerabic trauma were created
because forming one new alter \\'as insufficient to encapsu
late the trauma, so moreand more were created. Earlyaccess
ing was designed to shield each from the revelations of the
other, lest the patient be ovenvhelmed, as she was whenev
er these shielding efforts failed under the originaltraumat
ic circumstances.

I will assign pairs or groups of alters the task of talking
together about decisions to be made or issues of concern,
but most commonly at this stage I want them to do no more
than spend time together and hold casual cOlwersations. I
'\'alll communication channels to be established early on,
and for there to be feeling of fellowship among the alters
before I address their areas of discord. I ~;Il ask alters to
comment on what is occurring in therap}', and ill\;te their
participation. I lose no opportunity to reinforce that the
treatment is for all parts of the mind, the total human being,
and that all arc welcome. 1 preach the 'golden rule- vocif
erously, and frequently remark that MNo one can win over
the others. Either all of }'ou win or all of }'OU lose. YOLI are
all in this togetllcr. MI try (Q amid establishing a pattern that
appears to favor or focus on cenain groups to the exclusion
of others. I am not particular abom whether there is full
emergence, inner talk in which the alter that is Mom" pass-

es along the worrlsof the otllers (which are heard or thought
in"'ardl}'), or ideomotor signals must be used. Some alters
rna}' be unable or un";lIing to speak. but can wn.te or draw.

It is important to challenge the notion thaI some allers
are be)'ond communication. but to do so in a manner that
convcys that one is invested in solving problems carefully
rather than proving one's potenC)', If an alter is represent
ed as prC'-\·erbal. non-human. ani}' able to speak in another
language. or otherwise incapacitated, I will find an alter that
can communicate with il and be its translator. Somc alters
are constructed ,,;thom a voice or mouth in order to be
unable to make revelations and/or to preclude oral trau
mat..'l, Usually waking or h}'pnotic suggestion makes it pos
siblc for othcr alters to lend lheir voices, or to suggest the
development of a voice or a mouth.

I avoid attempting a formal or obvious mapping at this
stage, because this could trigger difficull material to emerge
unexpectedly, and before the patient is ready to manage it.
Instead, by requesting inncrspeech or signalling, I try to see
if there is any alter that knows the inner s}'stem, or at least
a major part ofit, and can sen'easa resource orguide through
the world of the personalities. I also ask iftllere are any alters
that oppose or have apprehensions about the treaunent or
me, and invite them tojoin in the discussion. 1usually state
that their apprehensions are reasonable wlder the circum
stances, Not uncommonly, we become allies in shon order.

I ask if there are an}' alters who wan I to die, commit sui·
cide, or inflict injury to tlle body or others in the syslem. I
immediately try to get them into a dialog with me, and 10

either contract for safety or to suspend their acti,iry, per
haps b}' going to sleep between appointments. 1 have
observed lhat neophytes usually begin b)' working ....ith the
more cooperati\'e and pleasant or distressed alters, and
cncoumer the oppositional alters later. Conversel}', Iam more
likely to start by working with the most negative alters fair
ly promplly, auempting to bring them into an alliance before
the oft-encountered oppositional scenario is enacted, and
lakes on a life of its own. This is one of the reasons I rarely
encounter the problcms wilh angl)' and hostile alters that
so commonly preoccupy those who work \\;th t.IPD. \Vhen
negative alters refuse to be accessible, or the patiem pre
,'elllS their emergence, I talk over (Klurl.., 1982) the alter that
is out to address them, and they usuallyemergespon taneously
in short order. If they threaten or menace me, I suggest that
thC)'comJl1unicate,\ith me through another alter. Theyusu
all)' find this so frustrating that they come OUI and control
their beha\ior.

Cmdracts
Braun's 1986 discussion of this topic remains a classic

reference in work \\;th MPD, and makes an extended dis
cussion here unnecessary. It is myst)'le to try to get time-lim
ited vcrbal agreements, and to rarely resort to legalistic writ
tcn ones. Iexplain that all alters should listen in andconuibme
to such discussions, because all will be bound by the promis
es that are made. If the amnestic barriers across the alters
are dense, I may induce trance and make the suggestion that
Meverybody Iislen" (Kluft, 1982). It is essential to record and
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renew all contracts. I enter the renewal dates in Lhe chan.
in my date-book, and in an eJecU"onic reminder function on
my wrist-\\'ateh. Allo'\\i.ng a contract to lapse is intcll'reted
by the patient as uncaring, rejecting, and as an implicit sug
gestion to enact the previously forbidden behavior. Most
therapists work to get contracts for abstaining from inal>
propriate behaviors. A therapy in which contracts address
only prohibiting behaviors inadvcncntly creates an atmo
sphere in which ilappears that only the patient"sself-resu-aint
and shortcomings are discussed. I make it a point to can·
tract as well for consrructive behaviors. SO I never lack me
opportunity to offer the patient encouragemem and rein
forcemenL This stance is especially important for the so
called bad or hostile alters, because it will be necess.u}' to
question and rcsLrUcture tJlcir negative idcntities repeatcd
Iy. This is much more easily achieved in a process that involves
such alters in consuuctive activities and behaviors that thcy
themselves",ill perceiveare antithetical to theirself-perceived
negative identities. For example, onc altcr maintained that
another was a wimp, and should be punished for its short·
comings. In the interest of Mheing objective," I assigned the
critical alter the task ofre<:ording C\-ef)' ",imp-like behavior
of the week. 11lis alter returned ",ith very little on its list,
and concluded the other had done fine, This opened the
door for a producti\'e dialog, In anomer instance this tech
nique resulted in a long lis!. It was possible for the alters
involved todiscuss this together in conference, using Frazer's
(1991) dissociative tablc technique, and agree that some
were behaving poorly. In a series of dissociative table talks,
tlley resolved the problems. The critical aller received much
positive feedback in this process, C\"Cn from those it hadcrit·
icized, and from the alters that had prc\iously been com
pletely protecti\'e toward those that were criticizcd.

It is important to bear in mind that the consciences of
most MPD patients have lacunae, escape clauses, and excep
tions to accommodate their deepest fears and maintain pho
bic avoidance of siruations and issues that a more uncom
promising sense of right and wrong would force them to
address. They may defend and rationalize their stances with
the vigor of the most zealous advocate or attorney, It may
take months for the therapist to succecd in cOll\'eying the
importance ofconsistency, and for the patient to accept such
constraints. This is time welloSpent, because without it, the
therapy will go from crisis to crisis as the MPD patient betrays
apparent agreements. It is unusual to achiC\'e 100% accord
on such matters, even after)'earsoftreaunent, bUlnear<om·
plete accord, puncruated by occasional backsliding, isattain
able, and is an essential ingredient to a successful therapy,

Confrontation of me MPD paticnt ovcr broken agree
ments often leads to such regression and/or self-punitive
behaviorand/or angry attacks that many merapists back away
from a firm stance, In my experience, most of these reac·
tions can be a\'erted by careful advance planning, and b)'
using the late Da\id Caul's Mcompassionate confrontation"
style, recently the subject of an article by Chu (1992), who
rescued Caul's work from obscurity. I do not back down
(unless I realize that my initial request was either premature
or overly demanding), and am willing to become very firm
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on these matters. Once the paticnt finds that a demonstra
tion ordistress will make the therapist retreat, it is difficult
to maintain a rational and functional therapeutic alliance.
The therapy becomes a parallel to the MPD patient's intrin
sic defcnse system-in the face ofdiscomfort, aswitch occurs
that rescues the pained personalities from distress.

Fostering Communication alu/. Coopn-ation and
Ex/xl1u/.ing the Therapeutic Alliance

I periodically ask questions of all alters, running down
the list of knO""l names and designations, and asking for
their thoughts. If emergence on request is not possible, or
is undul), time-consuming, Iwill use hypnosis to eitlleraccess
the alters or to set up an ideomotor mechanism for ques
tioning them in a rapid manner. I accustom thc alters to
sharing opinions, impressions, and awarenesses witll me and
with one anotherwith regard to tllcirinteractions, the course
oftherapy and the problems under discussion, current prob
lems, and historical C\'entsoflowemotional intensity, Ifalters
refuse to share, I repeat my requests, If this fails, I express
my regrets and anticipate good future communications. If
alters obstructone another, Jexplain the therapeuticalliance
aspects inmlved and insist on a Mgoldcn rule ~ perspecti\·e, I
ask the alters that arc obstructing ifthC)'were thc ones being
obstructed, would tlle)' wish to be CUI off from expression
in this manner? I also make it clear that if they were being
blocked, I would be tl)ing to access them to olTel'lhcm the
chance to be heard, Over wecks or months, usually such
arguments are successful.

I assign alters problems to resolve and issues to discllss,
with the intention of increasing mutual empathy, identifi
cation, and understanding. Usually I suggest topics related
to possible opportunities to cooperate, and recommend 15
30 minutes per day be spent in this manner, When cocon
sciousness is difficult and cannot be taught or suggested eas
ily, I may request tllat tlle dialog occur in ajournal, and for
each to write an entry when he or she is OUL Few patients
appreciate how effectively such techniques render dissocia
tive defenses more porous, bringingabout enhanced togeth
erncss before work on painful materials has me potcntial to
drive lhe alters furtller apart.

I also may suggest mat alters learn how to combine their
strengths by copresence, coming fOTY.'ard at the same time
(unlike the temporaI)' fusion or blending described by Fine
[1991», Not infrequently, I ",ill have two relativel)' similar
alters come out together to do something that usuall}'
exhausts either alter working alone,

I also try to recruit other alters to the therapy b)' asking
if any other parts of the mind that I have not yct met would
like to conLribute their thoughts or share any concerns or
opinions. If therc is no response, I may say, -Since there is
no answer, may I assume that those of }'oU I have not met
are in agreement?~Thisoften leads to innerspeech oremer
gcncc b)' other alters, or discomfort that can be explored.

The recheck protocol (Kluft, 1985) is introduced to the
patient early in treatmenL In this approach, all known alters
are contacted periodicall}' to make sure that none feel neglect
ed oroverlookcd.Alters unknown to the tllerapistand known
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alters are invited to join. Thi.s is a useful carly waming sys
tem about problems tllal otherwise would emerge as appar
enuy abrupt crises. It is often done with ideomolOr signals
in a manner mat allows large n UIIIhersofalters to be screened
in a few momenlS. In my experience it usually saves me a lot
ofeffort, and spares my patien lS a great deal ofpain. Although
lhis tech nique was published as earlyas 1985, it is infrequenLly
laught and rarely used.

Offering S),mptomatic Reliq
In classical psychoanal}1ic work. the patient has reasonably

high egostrength.and anxiety is considered essentialtO moti
vate cooperation with the treatmenl. With insufficiem anx
ie~·. it is difficult for the patielll to make such a deep invest
ment in the analytic process. Conversely, in work with MPD,
the patient is all too often flooded and ovcrn'helmed b)' aux
iet\'. The reduction of this disrupth'e anxiety is essential to
make it possible for the patient to undertake the risk offac
ing the additional anxiet}·auendam upon the treaunent itself
and to confront the difficulties of the past_ Here, reduction
of anxiety usually motivates cooperation and deepens the
patient's in\'esunem in the therap)'.

The use of medications in the treaunent of MPD is the
subject ofan excellent re<:ent rC\;ew by Loewenstein (1991),
and will not be discussed at length, nles.s unique consid
erationsand contraindicationsapply, there is no reason not
LO auempt to alleviate all symptoms that are legitimate tar
gets for psrchopharmacologic intervention, Several consid
erations in the psychopharmacologic approach to MPD are
reviewed in KIuft (1984) and Barkin, Braun, and KIuft (1986).
One crucial point should be appreciated: unless the target
wmptom is present in all or nearly all of the alters, it may
be much more responsive to hypnosis than to medications.

It is useful to advise the patient to simplify his or her life
while oppressed by inner pain and turmoil. Less pressure,
fewer sympLOmatic episodes. This maxim, first enunciated
byJanet (van der Hart & Friedman, 1989), is mentioned for
the sake of completeness. It is fare for an MPD patient to
accept this advice in a constructive manner. As a group, they
try are inclined to make what they perceivc as reparativc
efforts that further complicate their lives. Thereafter some
feel they must withdraw from others, and do so to a dys
functional degree. There is a risk that somc will mispercei\'e
such advice as permission to abandon those aspects of their
lives they find stressful, but which are sen;ng a vital stabi
lizing function. It mllst be made dear Utat any simplifica
tions must be undertaken ani)' after discussion with the ther
apist. and not announced by the patient \\;tpout warning.
One patient actuallyquit herjob without re£1ecting that with
out it she no longer could afford her treallnenL For those
few who follow a rational course ofsimplification. they find
that it is most helpful.

Anew techniqueofperempto!,),spllptom challenge (K1uft,
1992b) is useful to that subgTOup of MPD patients who are
so disnJpted by specific 5)'mptoms that their lives or treat
ments are compromised. Jtconsistsofusi ng h}pnosis to make
an aggressi\'c search for the origins of the S}TllplOUlS, and to
effect a rapid resolution while b>'Passing the genetics until

laterin the trealment, or effectinga very circumscribed abre
action. Because this technique is associated with a certain
risk of precipitating severe discomfort, for the most part I
restrict its use to work with hospit.ali.zed inpatients. When
successful, its results can ~ quite gratifying.

Many MPD patients suffer frequentJyfrom spontaneous
abreactions or disrupti\'e £1ashbacks. The patient who can
be assured that these S)'TIlptoms can be allC\;ated or con
trolled. C'ven in part. is much more able to participate whole
heanedl},jn the tteaunenL Beha\ioral techniquesofthought
stopping, cogniti\'e methods, autoh)'Pnotic procedures,
helpful post-hypnotic suggestions. and skillful distractions
all can be useful. Some methods ",ill be alluded to below.

Virtually all MPD patients suffer from many cognitive
distortions (Fine, 1988) that predispose them to rC\;ctim
ization (KJuft, 1990). To the extent that the therapist can
help the patient learn to reality-test his or her perceptions
and adopt an experimental attitude in the place of rapid
avoidance-driven response patterns, the patiem'sday today
anxieties will be diminished. A cognitive challenge of an
MPD patient's irrational perceptions is well worth the effort
(see Fine, 1991, 1993).

Hypnosis, with an Emphasis on Temporizing Techniques
Although the majorily of the literature discussing hyp

nosis Wilh MPD addresses work with the recovery of dissoci
ated memories, the abreaction of traumata, and the inte
gration of the personalities, h}'Pnosis is very useful at the
stage of preliminary inten·entions. Braun (1984) described
the use ofautohypnosis in alleviating anxietyin MPD patients.
Margareua Bowers many rears ago (personal communica
tions. prior to 1980). and Cory Hammond, in a number of
recent workshops. have recommended the use of extreme
ly deep trance to provide re1ieffrom severeautonomic arousal.
KIuft (1982, 1983. 1985, 1988, 1989b) has contributed
numerous useful techniques in a seriesofpapers. Hammond
(1990) has compiled a collection of useful techniques from
many experts, KIuft (1992c, 1992d) hasconnibuted two reviews
of the roles of hypnosis with MPD patients.

However, the most uscfullechniques in the stage of pre
!iminary inten'entions are derived from lhose firsl described
byKIuft (1988, I989b; see thisaulhor'sentriesin Hammond,
1990). These were originally dcveloped to stabilize fragile
MPD patients at later stages of treatment, and then, when
their potential wider application was appreciated, were
applied earlier in the therapy to MPD patients \\ith alllC\'e1s
ofego strength (e.g" Fine, 1991. 1993), They are described
as tnnporizinglt!chniqu,-S, because they interrupt processes that
would or could prove o\'en\'he1ming, and "'buy time" for the
patient and the treaunelll. TIleir purpose is to ofTer P5)'
chological respite and asylum in the context of achiC\ing
maste!')'_ They allow the treaunelll to titrate the amount of
discomfort the MilD patient must endure against his or her
resources and capacity LO achiC\'e mastery and self-efficacy.
By in\'ohing MPD patients' acti\'e participation, they ma)'
offer them thei r first opportu nities to experience themselves
"aseffective rather than im potent Ixfore the cotrrSCofC\'ents
(KJuft, 1989. p. 93).
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In my use oflhese techniques, I endeavor to apply them
at first to material and situations thal arc relalively circum
scribed and non-ulrcatcning. GIICe the patient is accustomed
to !.heir predictable efficacy, and ant.i.cipalcs their success,
!.hey can be applied to !.he more difficuh material and de\'
astating affect storms encountered in the later stages of the
lherapy. If they are used for the first time under conditions
ofgreat discomfort and UrgCIlC}'. their routine success is less
likely.

The temporizing techniques consist of I) alter subsli
tution, 2) the provision of sanctuary, 3) distancing maneu
vers, 4) bypassing time, 5) bypassing affect, 6) the allcnua
cion ofaITect, and 7) reconfiguration.

I) Aller substitution is emplored in conjunction with
orner interventions. Often alters that carry major
responsibility for major life events are exploited to
the point of exhaustion and are overwhelmed and
a switch occurs. Although they may welcome being
relieved, they experience a sense of shame, defeat,
demoralization, and incompetence. It is often pos
sible to arrange for another alter (0 take O\'er for a
period of time while the depleted alLer is ~put to
sleep", sent on a fantasy excursion, or brought om
only in thecap)' sessions for ego strengthening and
supportive measures. Without such arrangements.
oven\'helmed alters rna)' absent themseh-es and/or
be thought to be dead hythe others. Such incidents
often terrify the ahersystem, and can prolong treat
ment considerably. They feed into alters' fear that
the hard work of therapy will destro}' them.

2) The provision ofsanctuary involves !.he use of pro
cedures described in !.he hypnosis literature wi!.h
tenus like ~secret place~ or ~safe room ~ techniques.
Theyca.n be taughtforautoh}pnotic useSC'\'eral times
dailyasa means to preventexhaustionor longstanding
se\'ere anxiety that migh t prove overwhelming. They
are very useful in treatment when an alter needs
respite from intense .....ork or when the therapy
requires work on difficult material \\ith one alter
while protecting the others from its impact. Exalnpl,:
A courageous but fragile patient's reaction to a tele
vision program led me to infer that a dC\<lStating
gang rape may have been followed by a pregnancy
and abortion known only to one alter. I sent the
others to their safe placesand interviewed that alter,
who confirmed my inference. We agreed that it was
premature to share this information. which was kept
sequestered as !.hat alter and I processed it over 5C\'

eral .....eeks. There are twO unique features to the use
of!.hese techniques in MPD. First, many alters must
know how to initiate their use in amoh}pnosis lest
a single alter \\i!.h this knowledge become over
whelmed or unavailable. Second, each aller must
be alJowed to create a safe placc that is meaningful
and valid within itsown unique pattcmsofperccption.

3) Distancing maneuvers ~reduce !.he intensity of dis
tressing materials by taking charge of the patient's
tendency to dis..l,vow the material or the ownership
of the material and thereby utilize the anticipated
d)'sconlrol to enhance mastery~(Kluft_ 1989, p. 94).
A more adaptive dissociative technique is substitut_
ed. in tJIe intercstsofenhancing mastery. These tech_
niques inmlve suggesting pennissive amnesia, the
library technique, and aU manner of screen tech·
niques. I recentl}' ha\'e used a -backwards tc1escope ~

technique effectively: the patient is inSllllCted to envi_
sion the disrressing materials through the wrong end
of a telescope so they become progressively small·
er and the feelings more remote and distant, and
finally cannot be discerned or perceived at all.

4) Bypassing time -ill\'olves reducing the patient'ssub
jecti\'e experience of those elements of his or her
thecapythat are perceh'ed asan ordeal- (KIuft, 1989,
p. 95). Time distortion, pscudo-orient.ation in time,
and therapeutic sleep are useful variations. To illus
U"ate time distortion. it is possible to suggest that a
patient will have the subjective experience of a dif·
ficult trauma over a period of a few minmes. This
allo\\'S speeded abreaction and thedC\'Otion ofmore
time to helping the patient restabilize. Manypatients
who initially recoil from abreacti\'e work are willing
to face their traumata when they appreciate that it
will "he over~ in a brief period oftimc.

Pseudo-oricntation has many potential uses. For
example, a patient who was sure she would injure
herselfon her birthdaywasage-progressed to believe
the birthday had already occurred. Later she was
age-regressed back to the time of tJle pscudo-ori·
entation and then rapidl}' age-progressed back to
the current time.

Therapeutic sleep is one of the most effecth'c
and clinically cffective temporizing techniques. It
is most useful to prevent the patientfrom bcingover
whelmed, or walking about in a chaotic state,
impinged upon b)' the fec1ings ofSC'\'eral anguished
alters. I t)picallp.ill pmoverwhelmed alters or !.hose
holdi ng memoriesoraffects intolerable to !.healters
handling day-to-da)'functioning to sleep in between
sessions, orC\'cn longer. This type ofapproach allm\'S
the avoidance of lllallY hospital admissions. regres
sions, and impulsive sc1f-injuries. It also is helpful
in assisting thc overwhelmed MPD patient to man
age separations and the thcrapist's vacations.

5) B}passing affect Min\"olves techniques that diminish
the patient's cxposure to intense and potentially
disruptive dysphoric affects- (KIuft, 1989. p. 95).
These tcchniques appear to be enhanced by deeP'"
ening. A typical example is lhe lime locked \'aulL
In a deepened trance the patient is asked to visual
ize strong ban k valiit door, sealed with an enormous
combination lock and a time lock. The patient is
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asked to place the difficulL affect and the associat
ed memories in the vaulL, to close the door, set the
combination lock, and then, finally, to set the time
lock so it will open a few millutes after the next ses
sion begins, but only in the office and in the pres
ence ofthe therapist. It is useful to teach the patient
to reinforce these suggestions autohypnotically
between sessions, because a significant minority of
MPO patients will report that "the vaulL has begun
to leak ~ between sessions.

6) The allenuaLion ofaffeeL Leehnique' wece developed
for the treatment of older adults with MPD (Kluft,
1988), and form an essential component of unique
treatment strategies that exploit their particular
strengths (Fine, 1991 ).In brief, theyencourageslow
and gradual ratherthan int.ense and explosive abre
active work. MI'D patients who regress, decompen
sate, or become ovenvhelmed in traditional abre
active work often are able to process their tmumatic
experiences quite e1fectivelywith these techniques.
~The fractionated abreaction technique (Kluft,
1988) involves deliberately interrupting abreactive
events after a small amount of affect has been
expressed and processing what has been recovered
at greatlength"(Kluft, 1989, p. 96). It is discussed
at length in Fine (1991). 'The 'slow leak' technique
(Kluft, 1988) involves the use of suggestions to the
eITect that the emotions in question will be experi
enced and dissipated slowly over time" (Kluft, 1988,
pp.95-96).

7) Reconfigurations effect rearrangements among the
alters. In "bartering" alters are convinced to refrain
from acting upon dysfunctional impulses in exchange
for more time in treatment or in COntrol. It is often
useful when destructive alters are prominent in the
therapy. "Shufiling the deck" refers to complex recon
figurations undertaken when many alters are deeply
distressed and/or disorganized. It. usually involves
using several of the techniques above in order to
restore equilibrium and function. Usually several
alters will be put in safe places and/or to sleep, pro
tectorswill be mobilized to guard the apprehensive,
and destructive alt.ers may be helped to agree to
foreswear action in exchange for time in control or
other help or relief.

It is important to appreciate that virtually all of these
techniques will be more effective if they are first used in the
management of relatively non-demanding tasks, and only
later used to handle more strenuous ones. For example, in
bypassing affect, I might first suggest placing in a vault. some
mild displeasure about. some relatively trivial cont.emporary
event, progress to containing the last residua of a minor
problem under discussion, and finally, aft.er a dozen or so
successes, use it to deal with stronger mat.erial or an inter
rupted spontaneous abreaction or flashback. Again, when I

teach age regression, I first use it to ~turn back the clock"
by requesting that an alter that left at a moment of contlict
return and resume our discussion. I might then use it to
recall the subject matter of the last session that the patient
had hoped to return to, but has forgotten (unless it were
dear that the dynamics of the "forgetting" were very crucial
and deserved study in and of themselves) . Next, I might go
back to recover neutral and positive experiences. Only then
would I use the technique to access diHicultor painful issues.
The reader should note that the first uses of the technique,
which will be to recover material observed and known to the
therapist, will offer some indicat.ion of the degree of con
fabulation and pseudomemory formation characteristic of
the patient.

Although it is not a technique in itself, trance ratifica
cion can playa powerful role in strengthening the patient's
confidence in the genuineness and efficacy ofhypnotic inter
ventions and techniques. In my experience, relatively few
contemporary therapists working with MPD patients use tra
ditionallonger inductions and elicit hypnotic phenomena
in order to teach them about hypnosis. This deprives them
of a powerful tool to convince the patient of the potency of
the hypnotic methods. Because so much of the hypnotic
response is determined by the subject's expectations (Orne,
1959), inten'entions that buttress the expectation of a pow
erful impact arc useful to apply, and ought not be squan
dered. A patient to whom I have demonstrated analgesia,
catalepsy, or some similar phenomenon will be much more
prepared to accept my suggestions that pain from past trau
mata can be softened and relieved, or that a problematic
alter can be allowed to emerge and control only the head
in order to engage in a therapeutic dialog while the body
remains catatonic, immobile, and without the capacity to
enact an undesirable behavior.

A final intervention I have found useful in recent years
is a crude screen for baseline levels ofconfabulation. I make
no claim for its accuracy in a scientific sense, but it offers
me clinical information that I think can be helpful. As noted
above, I often take verbatim notes early in therapy. Ata later
date, should a patient ask for help in recalling the content
of a session on which I have made such notes, I may age
regress them back to the session and record verbatim what
t.hey report. This allows me to study my patients' tendencies
to confabulate, and to see wherher the pattern of confabu
lation suggests a particular psychodynamic or thematic
trend. The patient's confidence in the accuracy of his or her
recall can be appreciated in the context of an objective test
of accuracy. Ifa patient demonstrates profound, pen~dsive,
or fanL."l..Stic elements of confabulation, I am alerted to the
possibility tha[ such phenomena may infiltrate their given
and retrieved accounts of their pasl. The absence of such
clements do not indicate an absence of the potential for
confabulation, however.

DISCUSSION

The initial stagesofthe psychotherapyofMPD ofTer un ique
opportunities to strengthen both the patient and the ther-
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apeuticalliance. Theyallowthe eSlablishmentofa firm foun
dation for the remainder of the treatment. The energetic
usc of approaches that offer the patient the sense of mas
tery and active collaboration reduce the patient's sense of
helplessness and demoralization. With an enhanced sense
ofself-efficacy (Sandum, 1977). the MPD patient. is less like
ly to ha\'c recurrent crises or to develop regressive depcn+
dency as the treatmelll progresses ilHo its mOrc demanding
slages.

It is crucial to appl'cciate that the techniques and pro
cedures discussed above do not constitute competent lher
apyin and ofthemsclvcs. They are designed to facilitate and
enhance competent therapy. Their purpose is to help the
therapist help the MPD patient become more C'.ll>able offind
ing his or her way through the difficult process of healing.

•
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